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They go far.

Design:

1. Create a visual representation of the page content.
2. Identify key phrases and structures within the text.
3. Infer the context and purpose of the document.

Unfortunately, without a clear and legible version of the document, it's challenging to provide a precise and accurate natural text representation. The content appears to contain a mix of partial sentences and phrases, possibly related to a narrative or instructional context, but the specific details are not clear due to the visual obstruction.
whde
yabi
qehall
baexat
seidha

3

engagement, business duty
executor
who commands/recommends: guardian
straightness: directness
inquiring
so, therefore
straight

not

risalatpenah
leduni
tegvim
par
hagdar
mungk high
mat
tim
sep bandhana
par 3 doz
meh jizae
mukhtar dar

4

"moslem of apostle" = Muhammad
inspired: itsheki
advancement, calendar
past, last
having just claim/tite: owns popular
understanding: comprehensive
stabil, dignity, degree
drew up in ranks: from line
patchwork, patch: see who applies lighter patch
brush-lighter
polished, glazed, smooth: see; leader?

5

vam
serkar
albar
yrebse2
re2e2

6

court
servant in charge of drinking-water
maker of chains-mail
sign, mark, middle
shadow
be expended/wed
stand, light, deliberate